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0 of 0 review helpful Extreme fantasy makes for a challenging read at times but a rewarding novel if you re down for 
some kink and serious sex play By H Williams The book discussion group met in April 2017 with a small but 
interesting discussion that split the group down the middle about this book One of the readers thought that reading 
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Lost Boi was like tumbling down the rabbit hole to mix up our children s Lambda Literary Award finalistIn Sassafras 
Lowrey s gorgeous queer punk reimagining of the classic Peter Pan story prepare to be swept overboard into a world 
of orphaned abandoned and runaway bois who have sworn allegiance and service to Pan the fearless leader of the Lost 
Bois brigade and the newly corrupted Mommy Wendi who along with the tomboy John Michael Pan convinces to join 
him at Neverland Told from the point of view of T Neverland has always been a place of dangers and in this gritty 
reimagining Sassafras Lowrey fearlessly leads us into the dark forests and murky lagoons of desire longing and self 
discovery A tale for bois and grrls who know that the greatest advent 
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